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心理学一般
1. Chambers, C.
The Seven Deadly Sins of Psychology: A
Manifesto for Reforming the Culture of Scientific Practice. 2017, Hardcover (Princeton
U.P.) ISBN 9780691158907 ¥5,400

【心理テスト - 批判的検討】
2. Cripps, B.
Psychometric Testing Critical Perspectives.
(Series: BPS Textbooks in Psychology) April 2017,
328pp., Hardback (Wiley) ISBN
9781119182986 ¥21,640
(Paperback ISBN 9781119183013 ¥10,820)
Psychometric Testing offers an in-depth examination of the
strengths and limitations psychometric testing, with coverage of diverse methods of test development and application.
• A state-of-the-art exploration of the contemporary field of
psychometric testing, bringing together the latest theory
and evidence-based practice from 21 global experts • Explores a variety of topics related to the field, including test
construction, use and applications in human resources and
training, assessment and verification of training courses,
and consulting • Includes applications for clinical psychology, performance psychology, and sport and exercise psychology across a range of professions (research, teaching,
coaching, consulting, and advising) • Acknowledges the
dynamic nature of the field and identifies future directions
in need of more research, including Internet and smart
phone testing.

3. Horowitz, D.
Happier?: The History of A Cultural Movement that Aspired to Transform America.
Nov 2017, 288pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P., USA)
ISBN 9780190655648 ¥5,400

【ブラックウェルの意識研究の手引き・第 2 版】
4. Schneider, S. & M. Velmans
The Blackwell Companion to Consciousness,
2nd Edition. May 2017, 848pp., Hardback
(Wiley) ISBN 9780470674062 ¥27,050
Updated and revised, the highlyanticipated second edition
of The Blackwell Companion to Consciousness offers a collection of readings that together represent the most thorough and comprehensive survey of the nature of
consciousness available today. • Features updates to scientific chapters reflecting the latest research in the field • Includes 18 new theoretical, empirical, and methodological
chapters covering integrated information theory, renewed
interest in panpsychism, and more • Covers a wide array of
topics that include the origins and extent of consciousness,
various consciousness experiences such as meditation and
drug-induced states, and the neuroscience of consciousness • Presents 54 peer-reviewed chapters written by leading experts in the study of consciousness, from across a
variety of academic disciplines

【パルグレイブ社のサーベイリサーチハンドブック】
5. Vannette, D. L. & J. A. Krosnick (eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Survey Research.
May 2017, 575pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan) ISBN 9783319543949 ¥42,520
This handbook is a comprehensive reference guide for researchers, funding agencies and organizations engaged in
survey research. Drawing on research from a world-class
team of experts, this collection addresses the challenges
facing survey-based data collection today as well as the potential opportunities presented by new approaches to survey research, including in the development of policy.

【スチーブンスの実験心理学ハンドブック・第 4 版】
6. Wixted, J.T. (ed)
＜全５巻＞
Stevens' Handbook of Experimental Psychology, 4th Edition. Dec 2017, 5 Vols., Hardcover (Wiley) ISBN 9781119170167
ca. ¥225,450
ほぼ 15 年ぶりの改訂版が全 5 巻で刊行の予定です。
Topics covered include embodied cognition; discourse and
dialogue; reading; creativity; speech production; concepts
and categorization; culture and cognition; reasoning; sentence processing; bilingualism; speech perception; spatial
cognition; word processing; semantic memory; moral reasoning.

数理・統計心理学
7. Albers, M.J.
Introduction to Quantitative Data Analysis
in the Behavioral and Social Sciences. April
2017, 248pp., Hardback (Wiley)
ISBN
9781119290186 ¥27,050

【Ｒによる項目応答理論の基礎】
8. Baker, F.B. & S.eock-Ho Kim
The Basics of Item Response Theory Using R.
(Statistics for Social and Behavioral Sciences)
Apr 2017, 174pp., Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN 9783319542041 ¥14,880
This graduate-level textbook is a tutorial for item response
theory that covers both the basics of item response theory
and the use of R for preparing graphical presentation in
writings about the theory. Item response theory has become
one of the most powerful tools used in test construction, yet
one of the barriers to learning and applying it is the considerable amount of sophisticated computational effort required to illustrate even the simplest concepts. This text
provides the reader access to the basic concepts of item response theory freed of the tedious underlying calculations.
It is intended for those who possess limited knowledge of
educational measurement and psychometrics.
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9. Bohning, D. et al. (eds)
Capture-Recapture Methods for the Social
and Medical Sciences. Aug 2017, 424pp.,
Hardback (Chapman and Hall/CRC)
ISBN 9781498745314 ¥21,260

14. Privitera, G.J.
Statistics for the Behavioral Sciences, 3rd
Edition. Aug 2017, 816pp., Hardback (SAGE
Publications) ISBN 9781506386256 ca.
¥24,700

10. Heeringa, S.G. et al.
Applied Survey Data Analysis, 2nd Edition.
June 2017, 568pp., Hardback (Chapman and
Hall/CRC) ISBN 9781498761604 ¥16,170

【定量的心理学】
15. Van der Ark, L.A. et al. (eds)
Quantitative Psychology: The 81st Annual
Meeting of the Psychometric Society, Asheville, North Carolina, 2016. (Springer Proceedings in Mathematics & Statistics) June 2916,
430pp., Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN
9783319562933 ¥25,110

11. Hinton, P.R. & I. McMurray
Presenting Your Data with SPSS Explained.
June 2017, 364pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138916593 ¥21,950
(Paperback: 9781138916609 ¥6,700)

【基礎統計学・第 8 版】
12. Holcomb, Z.C. & K.S. Cox
Interpreting Basic Statistics: A Workbook
Based on Excerpts from Journal Articles,
8th Edition. Aug 2017, 248pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9780415787963 ¥26,570
(Paperback: 9780415787932 ¥8,780)

Table of Contents: Preface. Unit I. Basic Descriptions of the Data: Measurement and Frequency.
Unit II. Describing the Data. Unit III. Displaying Data: Visualizing What is There. Unit IV. Finding Relationships: Association and Prediction. Unit V. Testing Predictions with
Normal Distributions. Unit VI. Nonparametric Tests for
Group Differences. Unit VII. Test Construction

13. Mislevy, R.J.
Socio-cognitive Foundations of Educational
Measurement. Oct 2017, 340pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9780415716963 ca. ¥36,970
Mislevy first approaches the topic broadly, explaining the
foundations of assessment and the sociocognitive perspective providing researchers the tools they need to introduce it
into their own work. In subsequent chapters he presents
higher level research and provides in-depth, technical applications to major assessment topics including: variation,
Item Response Theory, categorical models, mixture models,
and Bayesian inference. Ideal for specialists in these particular areas and graduate students and researchers looking
to understand the implications of the sociocognitive approach in measurement, this book consolidates nearly a
decade of research into a fresh understanding of educational measurement.

This proceedings volume compiles and expands on selected
and peer reviewed presentations given at the 81st Annual
Meeting of the Psychometric Society (IMPS), organized by
the University of North Carolina at Greensboro, and held in
Asheville, North Carolina, July 11th to 17th, 2016. IMPS is
one of the largest international meetings focusing on quantitative measurement in psychology, education, and the social sciences, both in terms of participants and number of
presentations. The meeting built on the Psychometric Society's mission to share quantitative methods relevant to
psychology, addressing a diverse set of psychometric topics
including item response theory, factor analysis, structural
equation modeling, time series analysis, mediation analysis,
cognitive diagnostic models, and multi-level models. Selected presenters were invited to revise and expand their
contributions and to have them peer reviewed and published in this proceedings volume.

【項目応答理論ハンドブック・全 3 巻】
16. Van der Linden, W.J. (ed)
Handbook of Item Response Theory, Three
Volume Set. (Chapman & Hall/CRC Statistics
in the Social and Behavioral Sciences) Dec 2017,
3 Vols/1500pp., Hardcover (Chapman &
Hall/CRC) ISBN 9781466514393 ca, ¥63,120
Drawing on the work of 75 internationally acclaimed experts in the field, Handbook of Item Response Theory,
Three-Volume Set presents all major item response models,
classical and modern statistical tools used in item response
theory (IRT), and major areas of applications of IRT in educational and psychological testing, medical diagnosis of patient-reported outcomes, and marketing research. It also
covers CRAN packages, WinBUGS, Bilog MG, Multilog,
Parscale, IRTPRO, Mplus, GLLAMM, Latent Gold, and numerous other software tools. A full update of editor Wim J.
van der Linden and Ronald K. Hambleton’s classic Handbook of Modern Item Response Theory, this handbook has
been expanded from 28 chapters to 85 chapters in three
volumes. The three volumes are thoroughly edited and
cross-referenced, with uniform notation, format, and pedagogical principles across all chapters. Each chapter is
self-contained and deals with the latest developments in
IRT.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
洋書ニュース・ブックマン
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【社会および行動科学のための現代統計学】
17. Wilcox, R.
Modern Statistics for the Social and Behavioral Sciences: A Practical Introduction,
Second Edition. May 2017, 706pp., Hardback
(Chapman and Hall/CRC) ISBN 9781498796781
¥18,480
Hundreds of journal articles make it clear that basic techniques, routinely taught and used, can perform poorly
when dealing with skewed distributions, outliers, heteroscedasticity (unequal variances) and curvature. Methods for
dealing with these concerns have been derived and can
provide a deeper, more accurate and more nuanced understanding of data. A conceptual basis is provided for understanding when and why standard methods can have poor
power and yield misleading measures of effect size. Modern
techniques for dealing with known concerns are described
and illustrated.

18. Yockey, R.D.
SPSS Demystified: A Simple Guide and Reference, 3rd Edition. Aug 2017, 320pp.,
Hardback (Routledge) ISBN 9781138286276
¥23,110
(Paperback: 9781138286283 ¥9,220)

生理・神経心理学
【発達神経心理学 - 臨床的アプローチ・第 2 版】
19. Anderson, V. et al.
Developmental Neuropsychology: A Clinical
Approach, 2nd Edition. Sept 2017, 576pp.,
Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN
9781848722033 ¥37,010
This book addresses key issues in child neuropsychology
but differs from other books in the field in its emphasis on
clinical practice rather than research issues. Although research findings are presented, they are described with emphasis on what is relevant for assessment, treatment and
management of pediatric conditions. The authors have
chosen to focus on a number of areas. First, the text examines the natural history of childhood CNS insult, highlighting studies where children have been followed over time to
determine the impact of injury on ongoing development.
Second, processes of normal and abnormal cerebral and
cognitive development are outlined and the concepts of
brain plasticity and the impact of early CNS insult discussed. Finally, using a number of common childhood CNS
disorders as examples, the authors develop a model which
describes the complex interaction among biological, psychosocial and cognitive factors in the brain injured child.

20. Bijsterbosch, J. et al.
An Introduction to Resting State fMRI
Functional Connectivity. (Oxford Neuroimaging Primers) June 2017, 160pp., Paperback
(Oxford U.P.) ISBN 9780198808220 ¥5,310

【脳スキャンニングによる心の研究】
21. Bitz, M.J.
Searching Minds by Scanning Brains: Neuroscience Technology and Constitutional
Privacy Protection. 2017, 144pp., Hardback
(Palgrave Macmillan) ISBN 9783319500034
¥10,050
This book examines the ethical and legal challenges presented by modern techniques of memory retrieval, especially within the context of potential use by the US government
in courts of law. Specifically, Marc Blitz discusses the
Fourth Amendment’s protections against unreasonable
searches and the Fifth Amendment's self-incrimination
clause. He also argues that we should pay close attention to
another constitutional provision that individuals generally
don’t think of as protecting their privacy: The First Amendment’s freedom of speech. First Amendment values also
protect our freedom of thought, and this—not simply our
privacy—is what is at stake if government engaged in excessive monitoring of our minds.

【APA の法医学神経心理学ハンドブック】
22. Bush, S.S. et al. (eds)
APA Handbook of Forensic Neuropsychology.
July 2017, 528pp., Hardback (American Psychological Association) ISBN 9781433826948
¥35,890
The application of clinical neuropsychology to forensic questions and issues is growing at a tremendous rate. The APA
Handbook of Forensic Neuropsychology covers the scientific
and clinical neuropsychological advances and their application in forensic contexts. To accomplish this goal, this
handbook (a) presents the theoretical, statistical, and ethical foundations of forensic neuropsychology; (b) describes
current assessment measures and procedures employed in
forensic neuropsychology, with an emphasis on their empirical evidence base; (c) integrates recently published empirical literature involving commonly encountered disorders
and special populations; (d) describes reporting, admissibility, and testimony issues involving neuropsychology in forensic matters; and (e) describes future directions involving
the intersection of clinical neuropsychology and legal matters.

【心理生理学ハンドブック・第 4 版】
23. Cacioppo, J.T. et al. (eds)
Handbook of Psychophysiology, 4th Edition.
Feb 2017, 730pp., Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN 9781107058521 ¥45,090
The Handbook of Psychophysiology has been the authoritative resource for more than a quarter of a century. Since the
third edition was published a decade ago, the field of psychophysiological science has seen significant advances,
both in traditional measures such as electroencephalography, event-related brain potentials, and cardiovascular
assessments, and in novel approaches and methods in behavioural epigenetics, neuroimaging, psychoneuroimmunology, psychoneuroendocrinology, neuropsychology,
behavioural genetics, connectivity analyses, and
non-contact sensors. At the same time, a thoroughgoing
interdisciplinary focus has emerged as essential to scientific
progress. Emphasizing the need for multiple measures,
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careful experimental design, and logical inference, the
fourth edition of the Handbook provides updated and expanded coverage of approaches, methods, and analyses in
the field. With state-of-the-art reviews of research in topical
areas such as stress, emotion, development, language,
psychopathology, and behavioural medicine, the Handbook
remains the essential reference for students and scientists
in the behavioural, cognitive, and biological sciences.

【失語症に関する重要論文選集・全 5 巻】
24. Code, C. (ed)
Aphasia. (Series: Critical Concepts in Psychology)
Feb 2017, 5 Vols/2066pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 978-1138848566 ¥208,000
Research in and around aphasia continues to flourish such
that, even for specialist aphasiologists, it is extremely hard
to keep up to date with developments. There is a real threat
of laboratory-based human research, neuropsychology,
computational-modelling research, and brain-imaging
studies proceeding in ignorance of each other. Indeed, the
sheer scale of the growth in cognitive neuroscience makes
this collection especially timely and welcome; it permits
ready access to the most influential and important works
across the full breadth of the discipline. The materials gathered in Volume I include explorations of the foundations of
aphasiology. The major works collected in the second volume examine theoretical developments, while Volume III is
organized around contemporary issues in aphasiology. The
final volume makes sense of clinical issues, such as recovery, assessment, and rehabilitation. With a full index, together with a comprehensive introduction, newly written by
the editor, which places the collected material in its historical and intellectual context, Aphasia is an essential work of
reference. For researchers and advanced students, it is a
vital one-stop research and instructional resource.

【脳および認知科学者のための MATLAB】
25. Cohen, M.X.
MATLAB for Brain and Cognitive Scientists.
May 2017, 576pp., Hardcover (The MIT Press)
ISBN 9780262035828 ¥9,010
MATLAB for Brain and Cognitive Scientists takes readers
from beginning to intermediate and advanced levels of
MATLAB programming, helping them gain real expertise in
applications that they will use in their work. The book offers
a mix of instructive text and rigorous explanations of
MATLAB code along with programming tips and tricks. The
goal is to teach the reader how to program data analyses in
neuroscience and psychology. Readers will learn not only
how to but also how not to program, with examples of bad
code that they are invited to correct or improve. Chapters
end with exercises that test and develop the skills taught in
each chapter. Interviews with neuroscientists and cognitive
scientists who have made significant contributions their
field using MATLAB appear throughout the book. MATLAB
for Brain and Cognitive Scientists is an essential resource
for both students and instructors, in the classroom or for
independent study.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

26. Hall, F. & M.T.G. Perona
Epigenetics and Behavior: Exploring Biological Determinants of Behavior. Oct 2017,
400pp., Hardcover (Academic Pr.)
ISBN
9780128013847 ¥25,250

27. Han, Shinhui
The Sociocultural Brain: A Cultural Neuroscience Approach to Human Nature. June
2017, 288pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P.)
ISBN
9780198743194 ¥9,220

【脳神経倫理学 - 将来を見据えて】
28. Illes, J. (ed)
Neuroethics: Anticipating the Future. July
2017, 672pp., Hardcover (Oxford U.P.) ISBN
9780198786832 ¥17,330
Over the last decade, there have been unparalleled advances in our understanding of brain sciences. But with the development of tools that can manipulate brain function,
there are pressing ethical implications to this newfound
knowledge of how the brain works. In Neuroethics: Anticipating the Future, a distinguished group of contributors
tackle current and critical ethical questions and offer forward-looking insights. What new balances should be struck
between diagnosis and prediction, or invasive and
non-invasive interventions, given the rapid advances in
neuroscience? Are new criteria needed for the clinical definition of death for those eligible for organ donation? As data
from emerging technologies are made available on public
databases, what frameworks will maximize benefits while
ensuring privacy of health information? These challenging
questions, along with numerous other neuroethical concerns, are discussed in depth. Written by eminent scholars
from diverse disciplines including neurology and neuroscience, ethics and law, public health and philosophy, this
new volume on neuroethics sets out the many necessary
considerations for the future. It is essential reading for the
field of neuroethics, neurosciences and psychology, and an
invaluable resource for physicians in neurological medicine,
academics in humanities and law, and health policy makers.

【神経心理学および認知神経科学における脳機能イメー
ジングハンドブック】
29. Papanicolaou, A. (ed)
The Oxford Handbook of Functional Brain
Imaging in Neuropsychology and Cognitive
Neurosciences. (Series: Oxford Library of Psychology) May 2017, 416pp., Hardback (Oxford
U.P.) ISBN 9780199764228 ¥26,570
The Oxford Handbook of Functional Brain Imaging in Neuropsychology and Cognitive Neurosciences describes in a
readily accessible manner the several functional neuroimaging methods and critically appraises their applications
that today account for a large part of the contemporary
cognitive neuroscience and neuropsychology literature. The
complexity and the novelty of these methods often cloud
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appreciation of the methods' contributions and future
promise.

【脳の回復の神経生物学的および心理学的側面】
30. Petrosini, L. (ed)
Neurobiological and Psychological Aspects of
Brain Recovery. (Series: Contemporary Clinical
Neuroscience) Mar 2017, 305pp., Hardcover
(Springer) ISBN 9783319520650 ¥32,860
The novelty of this book's approach lies in addressing the
impact of neurobiological factors as well as psychological
influences on brain recovery. There is growing evidence that
emotional, motivational, and cognitive factors along with
personality traits play a crucial role in brain plasticity, resilience, and recovery. Topics include synaptic and neuronal
plasticity, development of brain reserves, biological markers,
environmental factors, psychological profile, emotional resilience, and personality traits. By combining the latest research on neural mechanisms and on psychological
resilience the authors hope that this book can lead to the
development of better treatment strategies for functional
recovery from brain damage.

【ワイリーの進化神経科学ハンドブック】
31. Shepherd, S.V. (ed)
The Wiley Handbook of Evolutionary Neuroscience. Jan 2017, 560pp., Hardback
(Wiley-Blackwell) ISBN 978111999469
¥35,170
Comprehensive and authoritative, The Wiley Handbook of
Evolutionary Neuroscience unifies the diverse strands of an
interdisciplinary field exploring the evolution of brains and
cognition. A comprehensive reference that unifies the diverse interests and approaches associated with the neuroscientific study of brain evolution and the emergence of
cognition. Tackles some of the biggest questions in neuroscience including what brains are for, what factors constrain their biological development, and how they evolve
and interact. Provides a broad and balanced view of the
subject, reviewing both vertebrate and invertebrate anatomy
and emphasizing their shared origins and mechanisms.
Features contributions from highly respected scholars in
their fields .

【実行的・感情的・社会的脳としての前頭前皮質】
32. Watanabe, Masataka (ed)
The Prefrontal Cortex as an Executive,
Emotional, and Social Brain. Mar 2017,
276pp., Hardcover (Springer) ISBN
9784431565062 ¥32,860
This book is devoted to the executive, emotional, social, and
integrative functions of the prefrontal cortex (PFC). The PFC
has usually been studied only with its executive function or
with its emotional function, but recent studies indicate that
the PFC plays important roles in integrating executive and
emotional functions as well as in social behavior. The first
part of the book reviews the functional organization of the
PFC in human and nonhuman primates. The subsequent
part focuses on the integrator of executive and emotional
functions. The third part presents the integrator of executive
and social functions, and the final part discusses the de-

fault mode of brain activities. There are chapters on animal
studies, because functional significance of the PFC cannot
be described without referring to those studies. Thus many
methodologies are presented such as human neuropsychological, neuroimaging, and stimulation studies, and animal
neuropsychological, neurophysiological, neurochemical,
neuroanatomical, and neuroimaging studies. Bringing
those together, this volume provides a timely and concise
picture of the function of the PFC. The result is a valuable
resource for students and scientists, providing up-to-date
information on this emerging research topic.

33. Williams, L. (ed)
Sleep Deprivation: Global Prevalence, Dangers and Impacts on Cognitive Performance.
(Sleep - Physiology, Functions, Dreaming and
Disorders) Mar 2017, 89pp., Softcover (Nova
Science) ISBN 9781536107616 ¥14,780

【神経心理学的リハビリテーション – 国際ハンドブック】
34. Wilson, B. et al. (eds)
Neuropsychological Rehabilitation: The International Handbook. June 2017, 560pp.,
Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN
9781138643093 ¥32,350
(Paperback 9781138643116 ¥9,220)
Divided into sections, the first part looks at general issues in
neuropsychological rehabilitation including theories and
models, assessment and goal setting. The book goes on to
examine the different populations referred for neuropsychological rehabilitation and then focuses on the rehabilitation of first cognitive and then psychosocial disorders. New
and emerging approaches such as brain training and social
robotics are also considered, alongside an extensive section
on rehabilitation around the world, particularly in under-resourced settings. The final section offers some general
conclusions and an evaluation of the key issues in this important field. This is a landmark publication for neuropsychological rehabilitation. It is the standalone reference text
for the field as well as essential reading for all researchers,
students and practitioners in clinical neuropsychology,
clinical psychology, occupational therapy, and speech and
language therapy. It will also be of great value to those in
related professions such as neurologists, rehabilitation physicians, rehabilitation psychologists and medics.

【スポーツと脳】
35. Wilson, M. et al. (eds)
Sport and the Brain: The Science of Preparing, Enduring and Winning, Part A. (Progress
in Brain Research, Vol 232) July 2017, 358pp.,
Hardcover (Academic Pr.) ISBN
9780128118276 ¥51,940
Sport and the Brain: The Science of Preparing, Enduring
and Winning, Part A, Volume 231, reflects recent advancements in the understanding of how elite athletes consistently manage to prepare for―and perform at―peak levels
under the demands of competition. It takes a multidisciplinary approach, focusing on aspects of psychology, neuroscience, skill learning, talent development, and physiology.
Takes a multidisciplinary approach, focusing on aspects of
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psychology, neuroscience, skill learning, talent development,
and physiology. Focuses on sports and the brain. Contains
expertise and an international focus of contributors. Adopts
the novel approach of having a target article with critical
commentaries on the lessons learned from British multiple
gold medalists at Olympic and World Championships.

【脳アトラス・第 4 版】
36. Woolsey, T.A. et al.
The Brain Atlas: A Visual Guide to the Human Central Nervous System, 4th Edition.
March 2017, 272pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN
9781118438770 ¥13,510
Lecturer in Biology; George H. and Ethel R. Bishop Scholar
in Neuroscience Emeritus; Professor Emeritus of Experimental Neurological Surgery, of Experimental Neurology, of
Anatomy and Neurobiology, of Cell Biology and Physiology
and of Biomedical Engineering, Washington University
School of Medicine, St Louis, MO, USA; Retired Clinical Assistant Professor of Neurology, Washington University
School of Medicine, St Louis, MO, USA; Formerly Professor
of Radiology, Mallinckrodt Institute of Radiology, Washington University School of Medicine,St Louis, MO, USA

動物心理学
37. Draaisma, R.
Language Signs and Calming Signals of
Horses Recognition and Application. Sept
2017, 180pp., Hardback, (CRC Press) ISBN
9781138070158 ca. ¥41,600
This practical book helps you interpret and connect the
physical signals that horses display in response to their environment. These signals are evident in the everyday actions,
gestures and attitudes that horses communicate to each
other, but are often so subtle that they can go unnoticed by
humans.

【国際霊長類学百科事典・全 3 巻】
38. Fuentes, A.
The International Encyclopedia of Primatology. April 2017, 3 Vols/1608pp., Hardback
(Wiley) ISBN 9780470673379 ¥107,310
The International Encyclopedia of Primatology represents
the first comprehensive encyclopedic reference focusing on
the behaviour, biology, ecology, evolution, genetics, and
taxonomy of human and non-human primates. • Represents the first comprehensive encyclopedic reference relating to primatology • Features more than 450 entries
covering topics ranging from the taxonomy, history, behaviour, ecology, captive management and diseases of primates
to their use in research, cognition, conservation, and representations in literature • Includes coverage of the basic scientific concepts that underlie each topic, along with the
latest advances in the field • Highly accessible to undergraduate and graduate students in primatology, anthropology, and the medical, biological and zoological sciences •
Essential reference for academics, researchers and commercial and conservation organizations.

39. Naguib, M. et al. (eds)
Advances in the Study of Behavior, Vol 49.
Apr 2017, 420pp., Hardback (Academic Pr.)
ISBN 9780128121214 ¥27,590
Advances in the Study of Behavior was initiated over 40
years ago to serve the increasing number of scientists engaged in the study of animal behavior. This volume makes
another important contribution to the development of the
field by presenting theoretical ideas and research findings to
professionals studying animal behavior and related fields.

【動物の認知および行動百科事典】
40. Vonk, J. & T.K. Shackelford (eds)
Encyclopedia of Animal Cognition and Behavior. Sept 2017, Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN 9783319550664 ¥160,260
This encyclopedia, reflecting one of the fastest growing fields
in evolutionary psychology, is a comprehensive examination
of the key areas in animal cognition. It will serve as a complementary resource to the handbooks and journals that
have emerged in the last decade on this topic, and will be a
useful resource for student and researcher alike. With
comprehensive coverage of this field, key concepts will be
explored. These include social cognition, prey and predator
detection, habitat selection, mating and parenting, learning
and perception. Attention is also given to animal-human
co-evolution and interaction, as well as metacognition and
consciousness. Entries are tailored to the importance of
the individual topic and the amount of empirical evidence
that is available. All entries are under the purview of
acknowledged experts in the field.

【動物のパーソナリティ】
41. Vonk, J. et al. (eds)
Personality in Nonhuman Animals. Aug
2017, 717pp., Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN
9783319592992 ¥32,280
This stimulating and comprehensive collection brings together multiple perspectives on the topic of personality in
nonhuman animals―linking historical perspectives, theoretical approaches, methods, and cutting-edge discoveries.
Experts from various fields describe their findings on species ranging from dogs, cats, chimpanzees, and dolphins to
sharks, snakes, and other reptiles. Chapters not only discuss the evolution of personality, but also describe potential
applications within the areas of animal-human interactions,
animal ethics and welfare, conservation science, and other
areas. A key focus is the role of genetics and the environment in determining animal behavior and personality, including related traits, such as creativity and boredom.
These chapters present the study of personality in nonhumans as a means by which we can better understand medical and psychological issues specific to our own species as
well.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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42. Wöhr,, M. & S. Krach (eds)
Social Behavior from Rodents to Humans:
Neural Foundations and Clinical Implications. Feb 2017, 429pp., Hardcover (Springer)
ISBN 9783319474274 ¥29,960

発達・教育心理学
43. Blythe, S.D.
Attention, Balance and Coordination: The
A.B.C. of Learning Success, 2nd Edition.
April 2017, 424pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN
9781119164777 ¥11,720

【学校カウンセリングに関する政策研究ハンドブック】
44. Carey, J.C. et al. (eds)
International Handbook for Policy Research
on School-Based Counseling. July 2017,
572pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN
9783319581774 ¥51,030
This handbook examines policy research on school counseling across a wide range of countries and offers guidelines
for developing counseling research and practice standards
worldwide. It identifies the vital role of counseling in enhancing students’ educational performance and general
wellbeing, and explores effective methods for conducting
policy research, with practical examples. Chapters present
the current state of school-based counseling and policy
from various countries, focusing on national and regional
needs, as well as opportunities for collaboration between
advocates and policymakers. By addressing gaps in policy
knowledge and counselor training, the Handbook discusses
both the diversity of prominent issues and the universality
of its major objectives.

【ろう教育研究】
45. Cawthon, S. & C.L. Garberoglio
Research in Deaf Education: Contexts,
Challenges, and Considerations. (Series: Perspectives on Deafness) May 2017, 400pp.,
Hardback (Oxford U.P.) ISBN 9780190455651
¥16,220
Research in Deaf Education begins with foundational
chapters in research design, history, researcher positionality, community engagement, and ethics to ground the reader within the context of research in the field. Here, the
reader will be motivated to consider significant contemporary issues within deaf education, including the relevance of
theoretical frameworks and the responsibility of deaf researchers in the design and implementation of research in
the field. As the volume progresses, contributing authors
explore scientific research methodologies such as survey
design, single case design, intervention design, secondary

data analysis, and action research at large. In doing so,
these chapters provide solid examples as to how the issues
raised in the earlier groundwork of the book play out in diverse orientations within deaf education, including both
quantitative and qualitative research approaches. Designed
to help guide researchers from the germ of their idea
through seeing their work publish, Research in Deaf Education offers readers a comprehensive understanding of the
critical issues behind the decisions that go into this rigorous
and important research for the community at hand.

【育児ストレスと幼児発達】
46. Deater-Deckard, K.& R. Panneton (eds)
Parental Stress and Early Child Development. May 2017, 572pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN 9783319553740 ¥29,760
Adaptive and Maladaptive Outcomes. Integrates research
across genetic, epigenetic, physiological, and neuroendocrine systems. Focuses on intergenerational transmission of
adaptive and maladaptive functioning. Synthesizes effects of
pre- and postnatal environments and their interactions with
biological factors This book examines the complex impact
of parenting stress and the effects of its transmission on
young children’s development and well-being (e.g., emotion
self-regulation; executive functioning; maltreatment; future
parenting practices).

【学習の現象学】
47. DeRobertis, E. M.
The Phenomenology of Learning and Becoming: Enthusiasm, Creativity, and
Self-Development. May 2017, 310pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN
9781349952038 ¥23,380
Encompasses learning, learning-motivation, and the impetus to create in such a way as to make a fresh contribution
to the literature on learning. Offers a holistic, relational discussion of pedagogy. Applies rigorous descriptive phenomenological research methods, such as those developed by
Amedeo Giorgi. In this text, the history of phenomenological
research on learning is synthesized and brought forward
into the areas of existential learning, the development of
enthusiasm about learning (from childhood through adulthood), and paradigmatic creative experience. Original research findings are derived using the Giorgi method of
descriptive phenomenological analysis in psychology.

【ポジティブな加齢に関する国際ハンドブック】
48. Docking, R.E. & J. Stock (eds)
International Handbook of Positive Aging.
June 2017, 264pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138933057 ¥34,660
The handbook brings together disparate research from
medical, academic, economic and social community fields,
with contributions from NHS partners, service users, universities across the UK and collaborations with international research leaders in the field of aging. Divided into sections,
the first part of the book focuses on introducing the concept
of positive aging before going on to cover the body over the
life course, well-being and care delivery. All contributors
recognise the fact that we are living longer is providing us
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with a tremendous opportunity to enjoy and flourish in
healthy and fulfilling later lives, and this focus on the importance of patient empowerment is integral to the book.
This is a valuable reference source for those working in developmental psychology, clinical psychology, mental health,
health sciences, medicine, neuropsychological rehabilitation,
sociology, anthropology, social policy and social work. It will
help encourage researchers, professionals and policy makers to make the most of opportunities and innovations to
promote a person’s sense of independence, dignity,
well-being, good health and society participation as they get
older.

【児童および青年における DSM-5 障害ハンドブック】
49. Goldstein, S. & M. DeVries (eds)
Handbook of DSM-5 Disorders in Children
and Adolescents. July 2017, 668pp., Hardback
(Springer) ISBN 9783319571942 ¥59,730
This handbook synthesizes and integrates the science of
internalizing and externalizing childhood disorders with the
diagnostic structure of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual – 5th Edition (DSM-5) of the American Psychiatric Association. It offers a comprehensive overview of DSM-5
disorders in childhood, covering etiology, symptom presentation, assessment methods, diagnostic criteria, and psychotherapeutic and pharmacological approaches to
treatment, prognosis, and outcomes. Clinical vignettes and
empirical insights illustrate key concepts and diagnostic
and treatment issues such as developmental, cultural,
gender, and other considerations that may influence diagnosis and case formulation. In addition, chapters on psychosocial therapies offer robust guidelines for working with
children and adolescents with DSM-5 disorders. The
Handbook also addresses the shift from categorical to dimensional, diagnostic, and treatment systems, particularly
focusing on the current shift in funded research in childhood disorders.

50. Harrison, J.R. et al.
School Mental Health Services for Adolescents. June 2017, 352pp., Hardback (Oxford
U.P.) ISBN 9780199352517 ¥13,520

【ケンプリッジの児童発達百科事典・第 2 版】
51. Hopkins, B. et al. (eds)
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Child Development 2nd Edition. July 2017, 850pp.,
Hardback (Cambridge U.P.)
ISBN
9781107103412 ¥54,100
The Cambridge Encyclopedia of Child Development remains the most authoritative and accessible account of all
aspects of child development. Written by an international
team of experts, its comprehensive coverage includes everything from prenatal development to adolescence, pediatrics, theories and research methods, physical development,
social and emotional development, perceptual and cognitive
development, language development, psychopathology, and
parenting. The second edition has also been thoroughly
updated to reflect major developments over the last decade
in areas such as neuroscientific methods, developmental
cognitive and social neuroscience, the effects of environmental influences on gene expression, and the relationship

between human development and evolution. Throughout
124 entries, the Encyclopedia advocates an integrated, interdisciplinary approach to the study of child development.
With clear, jargon-free style and user-friendly format, this is
the essential reference for researchers and students of child
development, as well as healthcare professionals, social
workers, educators, and anyone interested in the well-being
of children.

【特別支援教育における多様性ハンドブック】
52. Hughes, M.T. & E. Talbott (eds)
The Wiley Handbook of Diversity in Special
Education. (Series: Wiley Handbooks in Education) March 2017, 544pp., Hardback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781118768884 ¥35,170
The Wiley Handbook of Diversity in Special Education is a
state-of-the-art reference showcasing cutting-edge special
education research with a focus on children and youth with
disabilities from diverse cultural, ethnic, linguistic, and
economic backgrounds. • Cutting-edge special education
research focusing on children and youth with disabilities
from diverse cultural, ethnic, linguistic, and economic
backgrounds • An authoritative contribution to the field,
this work charts a new path to effective interventions and
sets an agenda for future research • Addresses disabilities
from an international perspective.

【障害者スポーツおよび運動心理学ハンドブック】
53. Martin, J.J.
Handbook of Disability sport and Exercise
Psychology. Sept 2017, 448pp., Hardback
(Oxford U.P.) ISBN 9780190638054 ¥19,830
Jeffrey J. Martin's Handbook of Disability Sport and Exercise Psychology is one of the first comprehensive textbooks
devoted to describing and analyzing the knowledge base in
exercise and sport psychology involving individuals with
disabilities. This book examines topics ranging from mental
skills, barriers to exercise, gender, self-esteem, anxiety, and
athletic identity, to work with Paralympians and Wounded
Warriors.

【児童における論理的能力・全 4 巻】
54. Osherson, D.N.
Logical Abilities in Children. Aug 2017,
(Routledge) ISBN 9781138085305 ¥70,490
Logical Abilities in Children (4 Volume set), was originally
published between 1974 and 1976 to critical acclaim. Now
available again as individual titles or a set of 4, the author
draws on Piagetian theory to examine logical ability in children through to adolescence. The set will be interesting
reading for all concerned with both logical abilities in children, their development, and novel methodological approaches to research bearing on this and related issues at
the time.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ
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【学校におけるいじめ】
55. Rosen, L.H. et al. (eds)
Bullying in School: Perspectives from School
Staff, Students, and Parents. Feb 2017,
180pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137598929 ¥15,480
This book posits that multiple perspectives of key school
staff (such as teachers, principals, school resource officers,
school psychologists and counselors, nurses, and coaches)
can provide a deeper understanding of bullying, which remains an immediate and pressing concern in schools today.
In turn, the authors suggest how this understanding can
lead to the development of more effective prevention and intervention programs.

【児童言語障害ハンドブック・第 2 版】
56. Schwartz, R.G. (ed)
Handbook of Child Language Disorders, 2nd
Edition. Feb 2017, 656pp., Hardback (Psychology Pr.) ISBN 9781848725959 ¥49,690
(Paperback: 9781848725966 ¥19,640)
This second edition of the Handbook of Child Language
Disorders brings together a distinguished group of clinical
and academic researchers who present novel perspectives
on researching the nature of language disorders in children.
The handbook is divided into five sections: Typology; Bases;
Language Contexts; Deficits, Assessment, and Intervention;
and Research Methods. Topics addressed include autism,
specific language impairment, dyslexia, hearing impairment,
and genetic syndromes and their deficits, along with introductions to genetics, speech production and perception,
neurobiology, linguistics, cognitive science, and research
methods. With its global context, this handbook also includes studies concerning children acquiring more than one
language and variations within and across languages.
Thoroughly revised, this edition offers state-of-the-art information in child language disorders together in a single
volume for advanced undergraduate students and graduate
students. It will also serve as a valuable resource for researchers and practitioners in speech-language pathology,
audiology, special education, and neuropsychology, as well
as for individuals interested in any aspect of language acquisition and its disorders.

【知的発達障害におけるポジティブ心理学ハンドブック】
57. Shogren, K.A. et al. (eds)
Handbook of Positive Psychology in Intellectual and Developmental Disabilities:
Translating Research into Practice. (Springer
Series on Child and Family Studies) Aug 2017,
802pp., Hardback (Springer)
ISBN
9783319590653 ¥59,730
This handbook examines the wide-ranging applications of
positive psychology in the field of intellectual and developmental disabilities. It discusses the change in perceptions of
disability and the shifting use of traditional deficit-based
treatments. It presents evidence-based approaches and
strategies that promote individuals’ strengths and capacities
and as well as provide supports and services to enhance
quality of life. Chapters address medical and psychological
aspects in intellectual and developmental disabilities, such

as mindfulness, motivation, physical well-being, and
self-regulation. The book also discusses uses of assessment
practices in evaluating interventions and client outcomes. In addition, it explores ways practitioners, with
positive psychology, can focus on what a person is capable
of achieving, thereby leading to more effective approaches to
care and treatment.

【発達心理学入門・第 3 版】
58. Slater, A. & J.G. Bremner (eds)
An Introduction to Developmental Psychology, 3rd Edition. (Series: BPS Textbooks in
Psychology) April 2017, 784pp., Paperback
(Wiley) ISBN 9781118767207 ¥12,620
A representative and authoritative 'state of the art' account
of human development from conception to adolescence. •
Written at an easy-to-comprehend level by an international
team of respected researchers, conveying their knowledge
with enthusiasm and skill. • Full supporting materials chapter overviews, discussion questions, suggestions for
further reading, and glossary. • Chapters covering applied
issues in developmental psychology

59. Tyler, T.R. & R. Trinkner
Why Children Follow Rules: Legal Socialization and the Development of Legitimacy.
May 2017, 280pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P.)
ISBN 9780190644147 ¥8,110

60. Willoughby, B.J. & S.I. James
The Marriage Paradox: Why Emerging Adults
Love Marriage Yet Push it Aside. (Emerging
Adulthood Series) May 2017, 256pp., Paperback
(Oxford U.P.) ISBN 9780190296650 ¥8,110

【異常児童および青年心理学・第 2 版】
61. Wilmshurst, L.
Abnormal Child and Adolescent Psychology:
A Developmental Perspective, Second Edition. March 2017, 694pp., Hardback
(Rougledge) ISBN 9781138960510 ¥49,690
Paperback: 9781138960503 ¥15,020
Written from a developmental perspective, Abnormal Child
and Adolescent Psychology is organized around five prominent and recurring themes: the course of normal development proceeds in an orderly and predictable direction;
maladaptive behaviors represent deviations from the normal path; maladaptive behavior is represented by a continuum of severity (symptoms, syndromes, disorders) based
on the degree to which behaviors deviate from the norm; individual, interpersonal, contextual and cultural factors interact in a reciprocal way to influence normal development
and abnormal deviations; theoretical input from diverse
perspectives can guide our understanding of underlying
processes that precipitate and maintain behaviors and the
different developmental pathways that might result. The revision will be divided into 5 sections, all integrating the
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DSM-5, and will include a new chapter on child maltreatment and self injurious behavior.

nitive control, neuroanatomical and computational models
of frontal lobe function, and the interface between cognitive
control and other mental processes. Explores the ways in
which cognitive control research can inform and enhance
our understanding of brain development and neurological
and psychiatric conditions.

認知・知覚・記憶
【認知科学におけるカテゴリー化ハンドブック・第 2 版】
62. Cohen, H. & C. Lefebvre (eds)
Handbook of Categorization in Cognitive
Science, Second Edition, 2nd Edition. Aug
2017, 1276pp., Hardcover (Elsevier)
ISBN
9780081011072 ¥27,050
Handbook of Categorization in Cognitive Science, Second
Edition presents the study of categories and the process of
categorization as viewed through the lens of the founding
disciplines of the cognitive sciences, and how the study of
categorization has long been at the core of each of these disciplines. The literature on categorization reveals there is a
plethora of definitions, theories, models and methods to
apprehend this central object of study. The contributions in
this handbook reflect this diversity. For example, the notion
of category is not uniform across these contributions, and
there are multiple definitions of the notion of concept. Furthermore, the study of category and categorization is approached differently within each discipline. For some
authors, the categories themselves constitute the object of
study, whereas for others, it is the process of categorization,
and for others still, it is the technical manipulation of large
chunks of information. Finally, yet another contrast has to
do with the biological versus artificial nature of agents or
categorizers.

【共感覚現象】
63. Deroy, O.
Sensory Blending::On Synaesthesia and related phenomena. Apr 2017, 288pp., Hardback
(Oxford U.P.) ISBN 9780199688289 ¥11,550
Synaesthesia is, in the words of the cognitive neuroscientist
Cytowic, a strange sensory blending. Synaesthetes report
seeing colours when hearing sounds or proper names, or
they experience tastes when reading the names of subway
stations. How do these rare cases relate to other more
common examples where sensory experiences get mixed cases like mirror-touch, personification, cross-modal mappings, and drug experiences? Are we all more or less synaesthetes, and does this mean that we are all

【ワイリーの認知的制御ハンドブック】
64. Egner, T. (ed)
The Wiley Handbook of Cognitive Control.
Mar 2017, 656pp., Hardback (Wiley-Blackwell)
ISBN 9781118920541 ¥35,170
Covering basic theory, new research, and intersections with
adjacent fields, this is the first comprehensive reference
work on cognitive control – our ability to use internal goals
to guide thought and behavior. Draws together expert perspectives from a range of disciplines, including cognitive
psychology, neuropsychology, neuroscience, cognitive science, and neurology. Covers behavioral phenomena of cog-

【会話とジェスチャーの認知心理学】
65. Feyereisen, P.
The Cognitive Psychology of Speech Related
Gesture. Aug 2017, 240pp., Hardback
(Routledge) ISBN 9781138702738 ¥21,950
(Paperback: 9781138702745 ¥7,390)
Why do we gesture when we speak? The Cognitive Psychology of Speech Related Gesture offers answers to this
question while introducing readers to the huge interdisciplinary field of gesture. Drawing on ideas from cognitive
psychology, this book highlights key debates in gesture research alongside advocating new approaches to conventional thinking.

【運動の感覚】
66. Grünbaum, T. & M.S. Christensen (eds)
Sensation of Movement. Aug 2017, 188pp.,
Hardback (Routledge) ISBN 9781138646322
¥21,950
(Paperback: 9781138646339 ¥7,390)
Sensation of Movement explores the role of sensation in
motor control, bodily self-recognition and sense of agency.
The sensation of movement is dependent on a range of information received by the brain, from signalling in the peripheral sensory organs to the establishment of higher order
goals. Through the integration of neuroscientific knowledge
with psychological and philosophical perspectives, this book
questions whether one type of information is more relevant
for the ability to sense and control movement.

【ジュリアン・ジェインズとの討論 ‐ 意識の本質と心理学
の気まぐれ】
67. McVeigh, B.
Discussions with Julian Jaynes: The Nature
of Consciousness and the Vagaries of Psychology. (Series: Psychology Research Progress)
2016, Softcover (Nova Science)
ISBN 9781536100549 ¥14,780
Brian J. McVeigh, a student of Julian Jaynes, took the opportunity in 1991 to record a series of informal,
wide-ranging, and unstructured discussions with Jaynes,
considered a controversial maverick of the psychology world.
Weaving their way in and out of the discussions are the following themes: a clarification of the meaning of “consciousness”; the relation between linguistics, consciousness and
language study as a crucial method to reveal this relation;
the history of psychology and its prejudices (e.g., the marginalization of consciousness as a research topic, ignoring
socio-historical aspects of psyche, the significance of religion,
the fraudulence of Freudianism, and the overuse, vagueness, and emptiness of “cognitive”); and some practical,
therapeutic implications of Jaynes’s ideas on consciousness.
This book will appeal to anyone interested in the emergence
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of consciousness, language and cognition, cultural psychology, the history of psychology, and the neurocultural
transformation of our species. A glossary of names provides
useful historical context. Presenting a series of wide ranging
and thought-provoking conversations with Julian Jaynes,
who was one of the most insightful and original thinkers of
the twentieth century, Discussions with Julian Jaynes constitutes an important contribution to the growing literature
on Jaynes and his ideas.

【デジャヴュの認知神経心理学】
68. Moulin, C.
The Cognitive Neuropsychology of Déjà Vu.
Sept 2017, 240pp., Hardback (Routledge) ISBN
9781138696259 ¥21,950
(Paperback: 9781138696266 ¥8,080)
Déjà vu is one of the most complex and subjective of all
memory phenomena. It is an infrequent and striking mental experience, where the feeling of familiarity is combined
with the knowledge that this feeling is false. While until recently it was an aspect of memory largely overlooked by
mainstream cognitive psychology, this book brings together
the growing scientific literature on déjà vu making the case
for it as a metacognitive phenomenon.

【人間の記憶・第 3 版】
69. Radvansky, G.A.
Human Memory, 3rd Edition. Mar 2017
656pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN
9781138665408 ¥28,890
(Paperback: 9781138665415 ¥18,020)
CONTENTS: Part 1: Background 1. Overview and History of
Memory Research 2. Neuroscience of Memory 3. Methods
and Principles Part 2: Core Memory Topics 4. Sensory and
Short-Term Memory 5. Working Memory 6. Nondeclarative
Memory 7. Episodic Memory: Past and Future 8. Forgetting
9. Semantic Memory Part 3: Special Topics in Memory 10.
Formal Models of Memory 11. Memory for Space and Time
12. Autobiographical Memory 13. Memory and Reality 14.
Memory and the Law 15. Metamemory 16. Memory in Infancy and Childhood 17. Memory and Aging 18. Forms of
Amnesia Appendix: Memory Methods

【オックスフォード錯視大全】
70. Shapiro, A.G. & D. Todorovic
The Oxford Compendium of Visual Illusions.
July 2017, 834pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P.) ISBN
9780199794607 ¥37,550
The book includes state-of-the-art full-color visual illusions,
presented with historic and introductory context, scientific
explanation, and future applications. Many of the illusions
in the Compendium have never been anthologized and are
likely to be new to readers. Contributors are leaders in visual perception and in many cases have created the illusions
appearing in the volume. All images, as well as representative videos and interactive demonstrations, are available on
a companion website.

ご注文・お問合せは sales@e-bookman.co.jp へ

【通常の合理性】
71. Ullmann-Margalit, E.
Normal Rationality: Decisions and Social
Order. Aug 2017, 320pp., Hardcover (Oxford
U.P.) ISBN 9780198802433 ¥11,550
Normal Rationality is a selection of the most important work
of Edna Ullmann-Margalit, presenting some influential and
widely admired essays alongside some that are not well
known. She was an unorthodox and deeply original philosopher whose work illuminated the largest mysteries of human life. Much of her writing focuses on two fundamental
questions. (1) How do people proceed when they cannot act
on the basis of reasons, or project likely consequences? (2)
How is social order possible? Ullmann-Margalit's answers,
emphasizing what might be called biased rationality, are
important not only for philosophy, but also for political science, psychology, sociology, cognitive science, economics
(including behavioral economics), law, and even public policy. Ullmann-Margalit demonstrates that people have identifiable strategies for making difficult decisions, whether the
question is small (what to buy at a supermarket) or big
(whether to transform one's life in some large-scale way).
She also shows that social dilemmas are solved by norms;
that invisible-hand explanations take two identifiable (and
dramatically different) forms; that trust can emerge in
seemingly unpromising situations; and that considerateness is the foundation on which our relationships are organized in both the thin context of the public space and the
intimate context of the family. One of the distinguishing
features of Ullmann-Margalit's work is its close attention to
the details of human experience, and its use of those details
to offer fresh understandings of social phenomena. Her essays cast new light on a diverse assortment of problems in
philosophy, social science, and individual lives.

【オックスフォード因果推論ハンドブック】
72. Waldmann, M. (ed.)
The Oxford Handbook of Causal Reasoning.
(Oxford Library of Psychology) June 2017,
768pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P.) ISBN
9780199399550 ¥29,460
Provides a complete review of competing theories and empirical research about the role of causal reasoning in various cognitive functions and domains. Presents an
interdisciplinary focus on research from a cognitive science
perspective.

人格・情動・社会心理学
【共感の心理学 – 新研究】
73. Edwards, C. (ed)
Psychology of Empathy: New Research. (Series: Psychology of Emotions, Motivations and Actions) 2017, Hardcover (Nova Science)
ISBN
9781536103403 ¥17,130
Empathy has been identified as a necessary capability to
facilitate effective interpersonal interaction in social settings.
As a sophisticated set of skills that are integrated into
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communication (Arnold, 2005), empathy represents one of
the fundamental forms of human expression facilitating the
development of social behaviour. This book provides new
research on the psychology of empathy.

【顔の表現の科学】
74. Fernández-Dols, J.M. & J.A. Russell (eds)
The Science of Facial Expression. (Seires: Social Cognition and Social Neuroscience) May 2017,
552pp., Hardcover (Oxford U.P.)
ISBN
9780190613501 ¥23,430
Organized in eleven thematic sections, The Science of Facial
Expression offers a broad perspective of the "geography" of
the science of facial expression. It reviews the scientific history of emotion perception and the evolutionary origins and
functions of facial expression. It includes an updated compilation on the great debate around Basic Emotion Theory
versus Behavioral Ecology and Psychological constructionism. The developmental psychology and social psychology of
facial expressions is explored in the role of facial expressions
in child development, social interactions, and culture. The
book also covers appraisal theory, concepts, neural and
behavioral processes, and lesser-known facial behaviors
such as yawing, vocal crying, and vomiting. In addition, the
book reflects that research on the "expression of emotion" is
moving towards a significance of context in the production
and interpretation of facial expression The authors expose
various fundamental questions and controversies yet to be
resolved, but in doing so, open many sources of inspiration
to pursue in the scientific study of facial expression.

75. Fisher, M.L.
The Oxford Handbook of Women and Competition. (Oxford Library of Psychology) July
2017, 832pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P.)
ISBN 9780199376377 ¥31,560
The Oxford Handbook of Women and Competition is one of
the first scholarly volumes to focus specifically on competition and the competitive forces between women. Chapters
provide readers with a definitive view of the current state of
research, and collectively address the adaptive and sociocultural foundations of women's competitive behavior, motivations, and cognitions

【ヨーロッパ社会心理学レビュー・第 27 巻】
76. Hewstone, M. & A. Manstead (eds)
European Review of Social Psychology: Vol
27. May 2017, 364pp., Hardback (Routledge)
ISBN 9781138086296 ¥27,730
Articles published in ERSP typically review a programme
of the author’s own research, as evidenced by the author's
own papers published in leading peer-reviewed journals.
The journal welcomes theoretical contributions that are
underpinned by a substantial body of empirical research,
which locate the research programme within a wider body
of published research in that area, and provide an integration that is greater than the sum of the published articles.
ERSP also publishes conventional reviews and meta-analyses. All published review articles in this journal
have undergone rigorous peer review, based on initial
screening and refereeing by the Editors and at least two independent, expert referees.

77. Hoffman, S.M.
Smoke and Mirrors: Acknowledgement, Alienation, Antisocial Behaviour and Transformation. (Series: Psychology Research
Progress) 2017, Hardback (Nova Science)
ISBN 9781536106060 ¥35,170
In this book, the author uses examples from a developing
country, South Africa (and as it has learned from other
countries, particularly the United States), as a microcosm.
Its mission over the past twenty-two years has been to
transform from a country ravaged by disrespect to one of
mutual respect. It has largely failed, not due to lack of intention, but because of not knowing how legacies from the
past are persistent in the identity of the country as they are
in the identities of people as individuals and in their relationships. Nonetheless, there are instances where lessons
from the past have been used to transform the present. This
broad analysis of antisocial behaviour in South Africa can
be of particular interest not only in this country, but also to
other countries plagued by growing levels of crime and violence.

78. Lahad, M.
The Lonely Ape that Told Himself Stories:
The Necessity of Stories for Human Survival.
(Psychology Research Progress) June 2017,
150pp., Hardback (Nova Science) ISBN
9781536109023 ¥17,130

【一時的な愛 – 一時性と恋愛関係】
79. Moshe, M.
Temporal Love: Temporality and Romantic
Relationships. (Series: Social Issues, Justice and
Status) 20016, Softcover (Nova Science)
ISBN
9781536100501 ¥14,780
Temporal Love: Temporality and Romantic Relationships
deals with personal, social and cultural time perceptions
and their impact on love and romantic relationships. By
focusing on time orientation and its representation in romantic relationships, this book reveals the latent links between temporality and love. Given that the Western
conception of time is based on the ability to distinguish and
compare among time units and time intervals, fascinating
layers of covert romantic ties are revealed: the representation of temporality in marriage and non-marital relationships as well as in long-term "no strings attached" ones; the
blurred boundaries between expectations based on past relationships, present love and future intimacy; the real world
of "here and now" vs. virtual intimacy and sexuality in the
cyber age; the interjecting of "there-and-then" into
"here-and-now"; the need to cope with "ghosts from the
past"; the reverberation of dating time back and forth coupling intimacy rituals; nostalgic "there-and-then"; romantic
secrets; deception and betrayal, and more.
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【心理学のための新しいナラティブ】
80. Schiff, B.
A New Narrative for Psychology. (Explorations
in Narrative Psychology) July 2017, 272pp.,
Hardcover (Oxford U.P.) ISBN 9780199332182
¥11,720
How can a narrative perspective help us advance our understanding of the fundamental problems of human psychology and better appreciate persons in diverse social and
cultural contexts? In A New Narrative for Psychology, author Brian Schiff offers researchers and scholars a new way
to study and think about people and the goals of psychological understanding today. By providing a challenging critique of contemporary methods and addressing what these
approaches to psychological research leave unexplored,
Schiff presents readers with a cutting-edge approach for
getting at the thorny problem of meaning making in human
lives. While serving as a helpful guide for psychology scholars, this volume is also an excellent place to start for readers who might be unfamiliar with narrative psychology.
Here, Schiff carefully considers the history of the field and
its place within contemporary psychology by offering a fresh
and innovative theoretical perspective on narrative as an
active interpretative process present in most aspects of our
everyday lives. Further, Schiff expertly grounds this research for readers in clear, vivid illustrations of what can be
learned from the intensive study of how people narrate their
experiences, selves, social relationships, and the world today.

【文化的適応および健康問題】
81. Schwaartz, S.J. & J. Unger
The Oxford Handbook of Acculturation and
Health. (Oxford Library of Psychology) July 2017,
496pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P.)
ISBN
9780190215217 ¥31,560
The Oxford Handbook of Acculturation and Health brings
together acculturation theory and methodology with work
linking acculturative processes to overall health outcomes.
The blending of these two streams of literature is critical to
move advances in acculturation theory and research into
practical application for researchers, practitioners, educators, and policy makers.

【瞑想の心理学】
82. Singh, N.N. (ed)
Psychology of Meditation. (Series: Psychology
of Emotions, Motivations and Actions) 2017,
Softcover (Nova Science) ISBN 9781634857338
¥16,050
Our understanding of the nature and applications of meditation, especially mindfulness meditation, has been expanding almost as rapidly as the empirical evidence from
neuroscience and intervention studies that have become
available in the research literature. Meditation is centuries
old and prevalent in almost all ancient cultures in one form
or another. Initially, people in the West were enamored by
its spiritual promise of personal transformation, but now a
larger portion is attracted to mindfulness meditation
(Vipassana or insight meditation) because of the promise of
enhanced physical and mental wellbeing. Indeed, research
shows that engaging in a daily practice of meditation for 20
to 30 minutes a day over 8 weeks produces new neural

networks in the brain, attesting to observable calmness and
clarity of perception. This book brings together a diverse
group of experts who collectively provide a nuanced view of
meditation from a variety of perspectives. This book offers a
single-source authoritative guide to an ancient practice that
is coming into its own in the Western world.

【オックスフォード五因子モデルハンドブック】
83. Widiger, T.A. (ed)
The Oxford Handbook of the Five Factor
Model. (Series: Oxford Library of Psychology)
April 2017, 608pp., Hardback (Oxford U.P.)
ISBN 9780199352487 ¥31,560
The Five Factor Model, which measures individual differences on extraversion, agreeableness, conscientiousness,
emotional stability, and openness to experience, is arguably
the most prominent dimensional model of general personality structure. In fact, there is now a considerable body of
research supporting its construct validity and practical application in clinical, health, and organizational settings.
Taking this research to the forefront, The Oxford Handbook
of the Five Factor Model showcases the work of expert researchers in the field as they each offer important insight
and perspective on all that is known about the Five Factor
Model to date. By establishing the origins, foundation, and
predominance of the Five Factor Model, this Handbook will
focus on such areas as construct validity, diagnosis and
assessment, personality neuroscience, and how the Five
Factor Model operates in business and industry, animal
personality, childhood temperament, and clinical utility.

臨床心理学
【ワイリーの強迫性障害ハンドブック・全 2 巻】
84. Abramowitz, J.S. et al. (eds)
The Wiley Handbook of Obsessive Compulsive Disorders. (Wiley Clinical Psychology
Handbooks) Sept 2017, 2 Vols/1288pp., Hardback (Wiley) ISBN 9781118889640 ¥72,140
The Wiley Handbook of Obsessive Compulsive Disorders, 2
volume set, provides a comprehensive reference on the
phenomenology, epidemiology, assessment, and treatment
of OCD and OCD-related conditions throughout the
lifespan and across cultures. Provides the most complete
and up-to-date information on the highly diverse spectrum
of OCD-related issues experienced by individuals through
the lifespan and cross-culturally. Covers OCD-related conditions including Tourette’s syndrome, excoriation disorder,
trichotillomania, hoarding disorder, body dysmorphic disorder and many others. OCD and related conditions present formidable challenges for both research and practice,
with few studies having moved beyond the most typical
contexts and presentations. Includes important material on
OCD and related conditions in young people and older
adults, and across a range of cultures with diverse social
and religious norms.
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【インターネット中毒】
85. Adams, M. (ed)
Internet Addiction: Prevalence, Risk Factors
and Health Effects. (Series: Psychology Research Progress) 2017, Softcover (Nova Science)
ISBN 9781536104363 ¥14,780
According to the World Health Organization, pathological
addiction is the psychic, and sometimes even physical, condition arising from the interaction between a living organism
and an exogenous substance, characterized by behavioral
responses and other reactions that always include a compulsive need to take the substance continuously or periodically, in order to get its psychic effects and/or to avoid the
distress related to its withdrawal. This book presents a review on Internet addiction, which is considered an emergent
problem especially amongst adolescents, and examines the
risk factors and health effects of this addiction.

86. Anderson, G. (ed)
Postpartum Depression: Prevalence, Risk
Factors and Outcomes. (Series: Health Psychology Research Focus) 2017, Hardcover (Nova
Science) ISBN 9781631179259 ¥17,130

87. Beauchaine, T.P. & S.P. Hinshaw (eds)
Child and Adolescent Psychopathology, 3rd
Edition. Apr 2017, 912pp., Hardback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781119169956 ¥18,030

88. Beinart, H. & S. Clohessy
Effective Supervisory Relationships: Best
Evidence and Practice. April 2017, 232pp.,
Hardback (Wiley) ISBN 9781118973639
¥18,930
(Paperback ISBN 9781118973622 ¥9,010)

89. Bell, E. (ed)
Understanding Self-Harm: Prevalence, Predictors and Treatment Options. (Series: Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments)
2017, Softcover (Nova Science)
ISBN
9781536108569 ¥14,780

90. Carlson, M.
CBT for Psychological Well-Being in Cancer:
A Skills Training Manual Integrating DBT,
ACT, Behavioral Activation and Motivational
Interviewing. March 2017, 248pp., Paperback
(Wiley) ISBN 9781119161431 ¥8,110

91. Conoley, C.W. & M.J. Sheel
Goal Focused Positive Psychotherapy: A
Strengths-Based Approach. July 2017, 176pp.,
Paperback (Oxford U.P.) ISBN 9780190681722
¥7,200

92. Day, M.
Mindfulness-Based Cognitive Therapy for
Chronic Pain: A Clinical Manual. March
2017, 248pp., Paperback (Wiley) ISBN
9781119257905 ¥10,820

【児童虐待における根拠にもとづく評価と介入】
93. Dixon, L. et al.
The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Child
Maltreatment: An Evidence-Based Approach
to Assessment and Intervention in Child
Protection. May 2017, 488pp., Hardback
(Wiley) ISBN 9781118976173 ¥35,170
The Wiley Handbook of What Works in Child Maltreatment
offers clinicians, psychologists, psychiatrists and other professionals an evidence-based approach to best professional
practice when working in the area of child protection proceedings and the provision of assessment and intervention
services in order to maximize the well-being of young people.
It brings together a wealth of knowledge from expert researchers and practitioners, who provide a comprehensive
overview of contemporary work informing theory, assessment, service provision, rehabilitation and therapeutic interventions for children and families undergoing care
proceedings. Coverage includes theoretical perspectives, insights on the prevalence and effects of child neglect and
abuse, assessment, children’s services, and interventions
with children, victims and families.

94. Finley, J.R. et al.
Veterans and Active Duty Military Psychotherapy Homework Planner. March 2017,
Paperback (Wiley) ISBN 9781119384823
¥11,720

95. Flanagan, D.P. & V.C. Alfonso
Essentials of WISC-V Assessment. (Series:
Essentials of Psychological Assessment) March
2017, 576pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN
9781118980873 ¥9,010
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96. França, K. & M. Jafferany (eds)
Trichotillomania (Hair Pulling Disorder):
Clinical Characteristics, Psychological Interventions and Emotional Effects. (Series:
Psychiatry - Theory, Applications and Treatments,
Dermatology - Laboratory and Clinical Research)
2017, Softcover (Nova Science)
ISBN 9781536108545 ¥14,780)

97. Grossman, S.D. & B. Amendolace
Essentials of MCMI-IV Assessment. (Series:
Essentials of Psychological Assessment) March
2017, 208pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN
9781119236429 ¥9,010

98. Lu, Da-Yong (ed)
Suicide Risks and Treatments, New Ideas
and Future Perspectives. (Series: Psychiatry –
Theory, Applications and Treatments) 2017,
Softcover (Nova Science) ISBN 9781536106015
¥14,780

99. Maskill, L. & S. Tempest (eds)
Neuropsychology for Occupational Therapists: Cognition in Occupational Performance. March 2017, 208pp., Paperback
(Wiley) ISBN 9781118711323 ¥9,010

【心理学諸問題における症候群と治療】
100.
McKay, D. et al. (eds)
Syndromes and Treatments for Psychological Problems. April 2017, 800pp., Hardback
(Wiley) ISBN 9781118876985 ¥21,640
(Paperback ISBN 9781118877005 ¥10,820)
There is a growing movement across health care to adopt
empirically supported practice. This book fills an important
gap in the literature with respect to psychological conditions.
It has three key aims: firstly to identify components of models describing a range of specific psychological conditions
that are empirically supported, poorly supported or unsupported; secondly to propose theoretical rationales for sequencing of interventions, and criteria for moving from one
treatment procedure to the next; and thirdly to identify
mechanisms of psychological syndromes that may interfere
with established protocols in order to promote more informed treatment and improve outcomes. Together, these
make the book relevant and useful to the widest possible
range of readers, from beginning clinicians to experienced
practitioners.

101.
Milne, D.L. & R.P. Reiser
A Manual for Evidence-Based CBT Supervision: Enhancing Supervision in Cognitive
and Behavioral Therapies. April 2017, 240pp.,
Paperback (Wiley) ISBN 9781118977323
¥8,110

102.
Naglieri, J.A. & T.M. Otero
Essentials of CAS2 Assessment. (Series: Essentials of Psychological Assessment) April 2017,
320pp., Paperback (Wiley) ISBN
9781118589274 ¥9,010

103.
Knight, Z.G. (ed)
The Art of Psychotherapy: Case Studies,
Processes and Techniques. (Series: Psychology
Research Progress). 2017, Hardback (Nova Science) ISBN 9781536106374 ¥28,850

104.
Rich, P. & A.E. Jongsma, Jr.
Grief Counseling Homework Planner. (Series:
Practice Planners) April 2017, 272pp., Paperback
(Wiley) ISBN 9781119385028 ¥11,720

105.
Rousmaniere, T. et al. (eds)
The Cycle of Excellence Using Deliberate
Practice to Improve Supervision and Training. June 2017, 304pp., Paperback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781119165569 ¥10,820

106.
Safren, S.A. et al.
Mastering Your Adult ADHD: A Cognitive-Behavioral Treatment Program, Client
Workbook, 2nd Edition. (Treatments that
Work) May 2017, 144pp., Paperback (Oxford
U.P.) ISBN 9780190235567 ¥6,300

107.
Skuse, D. et al.
Child Psychology and Psychiatry Frameworks for Clinical Training and Practice, 3rd
Edition. June 2017, 464pp., Hardback (Wiley)
ISBN 9781119170181 ¥23,440
(Paperback ISBN 9781119170198 ¥10,820)
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【グローバルメンタルヘルスハンドブック】
108.
White, R. et al. (eds)
The Palgrave Handbook of Sociocultural
Perspectives on Global Mental Health. Feb
2017, 807pp., Hardback ISBN 9781137395092
¥55,860
This handbook incisively explores challenges and opportunities that exist in efforts aimed at addressing inequities in
mental health provision across the globe. Drawing on various disciplines across the humanities, psychology, and social sciences it charts the emergence of Global Mental
Health as a field of study. It critically reflects on efforts and
interventions being made to globalize mental health policies,
and discusses key themes relevant for understanding and
supporting the mental health needs of people living in diverse socio-economical and cultural environments. Over
three rich sections, the handbook critically engages with
Global Mental Health discourses. To help guide future efforts to support mental health and wellbeing in different
parts of the world, the third section of the handbook consists of case studies of innovative mental health policy and
practice, which are presented from a variety of different
perspectives.

【睡眠不足 - 世界的流行、危険性、認知能力への影響】
109.
Williams, L. (ed)
Sleep Deprivation: Global Prevalence, Dangers and Impacts on Cognitive Performance.
(Series: Sleep - Physiology, Functions, Dreaming
and Disorders) 2017, Softcover (Nova Science)
ISBN 9781536107616 ¥14,780
Sleep debt is a characteristic symptom of modern society, a
society that provides services without interruption consumption over 24 hours with the help of teams undergo
shift work, and encouraging individuals to use these services in unconventional times. Sleep loss can also be
caused by neurological, psychiatric and medical disorders.
The changes of sleep and wakefulness pattern are invariably linked with neurological disorders because of the common brain circuits and neurotransmitter systems that
support brain function and regulation of sleep. The negative
impact of changes in sleep health include metabolic and
vascular outcomes such as hypertension, myocardial infarction, arrhythmias, type 2 diabetes and insulin resistance. In mood, sleep impacts the emotional regulation,
being co-morbid with depression and anxiety. The relationship of sleep with depression is bi-directional, as 90% of individuals with depression have sleep loss, and individuals
with sleep disorders have depressive symptoms. This book
provides new research on the prevalence, dangers and impacts on cognitive performance of sleep deprivation.

【青年のためのマインドフルネスと瞑想】
110.
Wisner, B. L.
Mindfulness and Meditation for Adolescents:
Practices and Programs. May 2017, 278pp.,
Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN
9781349952069 ¥19,130
Synthesizes and interprets research in a burgeoning field of
mindfulness programs for adolescents. Includes programs
and practices from around the world. Addresses concentra-

tion meditation, which is often neglected in the literature.
This book describes mindfulness and meditation practices
and programs for adolescents by situating the topic in a
bio-psychosocial-cultural approach. Using this framework,
the benefits of these practices and programs for adolescents— with an emphasis on evidence-based practices—are
explored.

応用心理学
111.
Abdullah, A.
Managing the Psychological Contract: Employee Relations in South Asia. April 2017,
256pp., Hardback (Palgrave Macmillan) ISBN
9783319535371 ¥22,220
CONTENTS: 1. Introductionn.- 2. Cultural Context.- 3.
The Mediating Role of Psychological Contract.- 4. Research
Methodology.- 5. Qualitative Approach.- 6. Quantitative
Approach.- 7. General Discussion and Conclusion.- Appendices.- Index.

112.
Bratton, J. & J. Gold
Human Resource Management, 6th edition
Theory and Practice, 6th Edition. March
2017, 688pp., Softcover (Palgrave Macmillan)
ISBN 9781137572592 ¥13,530

【労働および組織心理学入門・第 3 版】
113.
Chmiel, N.
An Introduction to Work and Organizational
Psychology, 3rd Edition. May 2017, 560pp.,
Paperback (Wiley) ISBN 9781119168027
¥9,910
This fully updated edition of a best-selling textbook provides
the most comprehensive introduction to issues in work and
organizational psychology with an international perspective;
reflecting current advancements in the workplace, the book
brings together the expertise of leading thinkers and practitioners. • Fully updated third edition of the bestselling textbook on work and organizational psychology now with an
international perspective • Presents a solid foundation on a
range of core topics including working with technology, the
impact on employees when organizations change, and
maintaining the work-life balance • Updated throughout to
include recently emerging themes and current views in the
field • Includes five new case studies covering age management, diversity at the top, resilience development, respect at
work and a strategic approach to improving wellbeing in the
workplace • Provides instructor and student support includes key studies, research close-ups, discussion points
and five extensive case studies
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【キャリア開発におけるアイデンティティ、意味、主体性】
114.
Gedro, J.
Identity, Meaning, and Subjectivity in Career Development: Evolving Perspectives in Human Resources. (Palgrave Explorations in Workplace
Stigma). May 2017, 220pp., Hardback (Palgrave
Macmilan) ISBN 9783319515885 ¥22,220
This book closely interrogates the construct of identity and
the role it plays in career development. It provides guidance
for HRD practitioners and researchers who create career
development programs through a typology of different categories of identity, such as demographics, life events, and
career histories.

115.
Goldstein, A. et al.
Ethics in Forensic Psychology Practice.
May 2017, 304pp., Hardback (Wiley) ISBN
9781118712047 ¥12,620

【社員募集、選抜、従業員定着率の心理学】
116.
Goldstein, H.W. et al. (eds)
The Wiley Blackwell Handbook of the Psychology of Recruitment, Selection and Employee Retention. June 2017, 592pp.,
Hardback (Wiley) ISBN 9781118972694
¥35,170
This handbook makes a unique contribution to the fields of
organizational psychology and human resource management by providing comprehensive coverage of the contemporary field of employee recruitment, selection and retention.
It provides critical reviews of key topics such as job analysis,
technology and social media in recruitment, diversity, assessment methods and talent management, drawing on the
work of leading thinkers including Melinda Blackman,
Nancy Tippins, Adrian Furnham and Binna Kandola. The
contributors are drawn from diverse backgrounds and a
wide range of countries, giving the volume a truly international feel and perspective. Together, they share important
new work which is being undertaken around the globe but
is not always easily accessible to real-world practitioners
and students.

【チームワークおよびコラボレーション過程の心理学】
118.
Salas, E. et al.
The Wiley-Blackwell Handbook of the Psychology of Team Working and Collaborative
Processes. (Series: Wiley-Blackwell Handbooks in
Organizational Psychology) March 2017, 616pp.,
Hardback (Wiley) ISBN 9781118903261
¥32,460
This handbook makes a unique contribution to organizational psychology and HRM by providing comprehensive
international coverage of the contemporary field of team
working and collaborative organizational processes. It provides critical reviews of key topics related to teams including
design, diversity, leadership, trust processes and performance measurement, drawing on the work of leading
thinkers including Linda Argote, Neal Ashkanasy, Robert
Kraut, Floor Rink and Daan van Knippenberg.

【成績評価の終焉 - 機敏な組織の創造にむけて】
119.
Trost, A.
The End of Performance Appraisal: A Practitioners’ Guide Towards Alternatives in Agile
Organizations. (Management for Professionals)
Apr 2017, 160pp., Hardback (Springer) ISBN
9783319542348 ¥13,530
CONTENTS: Introduction.- The Annual Performance Appraisal System.- Who Are the Customers of Performance
Appraisals?.- Relevant Framework Conditions of Performance Appraisals.- Possibilities and Limits of Traditional
Performance Appraisals.- Better Alternatives to Performance
Appraisal in an Agile Context.- Conclusion and Final Remarks.

117.
Rowland, D.
Still Moving How to Lead Mindful Change.
March 2017, 264pp., Hardback (Wiley) ISBN
9781119164920 ¥6,760
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進化神経科学ハンドブック
The Wiley Handbook of
Evolutionary Neuroscience
Edited by Stephen V. Shepherd

Published by Wiley-Blackwell
Hardcover ISBN 978-1-119-99469-5
2017 年 1 月出版

560 ページ

￥35,170

Comprehensive and authoritative, The Wiley Handbook of Evolutionary Neuroscience unifies the diverse
strands of an interdisciplinary field exploring the evolution of brains and cognition.
＊ A comprehensive reference that unifies the diverse interests and approaches associated with the
neuroscientific study of brain evolution and the emergence of cognition
＊Tackles some of the biggest questions in neuroscience including what brains are for, what factors
constrain their biological development, and how they evolve and interact
＊Provides a broad and balanced view of the subject, reviewing both vertebrate and invertebrate anatomy
and emphasizing their shared origins and mechanisms
＊Features contributions from highly respected scholars in their fields
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